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Let f  be an integral binary form of discriminant d which represents n inte- 
grally. Two rational representations (r, s) and (r’, s’), with denominators prime 
to n, of n by f  are called semiequivalent with respect to f  if there is a rational 
automorph of J’ with determinant 1 and denominator m which takes (r, s) into 
(r’, s’) where (m, n) = 1 and m contains no factors p of d such that d/p2 is a 
discriminant. The number of such equivalence classes for a given f  and n is some- 
times finite. This number is obtained for forms with negative discriminants 
which have one class in each primitive genus. 
The theory of quadratic forms with integer coefficients contains formulas 
for the number of integral representations of both integers and forms by a 
given form. Also there are formulas for the weighted number of integral 
representations of numbers and forms by a particular genus of forms. 
But, in working with quadratic forms over infinite fields, formulas for the 
number of sets of representations seem never to have been developed. We 
will show in this paper that at least in certain cases of binary forms it is 
possible to define sets of rational representations by appropriate use of 
rational automorphs so that the number of these sets will be finite. The study 
of extensions of this idea may fruitfully bring quantitative aspects into the 
theory of quadratic forms over fields. 
Let f = [a, b, c] denote the integral quadratic form ax2 -t- bxy -C cy” 
with discriminant d = b2 - 4ac. Denote by f(n) the number of integral 
ordered pairs (x, y) such that ax2 + bxy + cy2 = n. If d < 0, then f(n) 
is finite but the number of rational representations, when not zero, will be 
infinite. These can be cut down by saying that any two such representations 
are equivalent if there is a rational (or integral) automorph off taking one 
to the other. However, this reduces the number of sets to 1 (or leaves it 
infinite). Something in between these extremes is required. 
The denominator of a rational automorph (or representation) is the least 
common multiple of the denominators of all of the entries when they are 
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in lowest terms. A prime p is a bad prime for d if d/p2 is a discriminant. So 
for p2 divitding d, p is a bad prime if and only ifp is odd or p = 2 and d = 0, 4 
(mod 16). 
DEFINITION. Let f be an integral binary form of discriminant d which 
represents n integrally. Two rational representations (r, s) and (Y’, s’), with 
denominators prime to IZ, of n by f are called semiequivalent with respect to 
fif there is a rational automorph offwith determinant 1 and denominator m 
which takes (r, s) ‘into (r’, s’) where m contains no bad prime factors of d 
and is relatively prime to iz. 
Semiequivalence is an equivalence relation on the rational representations 
of n byfwith denominators prime to n, and we will be interested in when the 
number of equivalence classes is finite. The denominator m was chosen to 
have no bad prime factors in order to make it more likely that this number 
is finite. M was chosen prime to n so that a theorem of Pall stated below is 
usable. Finally automorphs of determinant 1 only are considered so we may 
utilize properties of Gaussian composition. A result which inspired much of 
this work is the following theorem due to Pall [5, Theorem 21. Since it will 
be referred to several times, we record it here as our first theorem. 
THEOREM 1 (Pall). The denominator of any rational automorph of 
[a, b, c] which carries one integral representation of n into another must be 
a divisor of n. 
We call discriminants with one class in each primitive genus idoneal 
numbers. This is a natural extension of Euler’s original concept. Although 
some of the remaining results will apply to any binary forms, we will con- 
centrate here on the negative idoneal numbers. See [2, pp. 85, 891 for a 
complete list of known negative idoneal numbers. 
THEOREM 2. Let d be an idoneal number and f a primitive binary form of 
discriminant d which integrally represents n. If (r, s) is a rational represen- 
tation of n by f with denominator prime to n and containing no bad primes, 
then (r, s) is semiequivalent to an integral representation of n. 
Proof. Let f = [a, b, c] and (r, s) = ((x/z), (y/z)) where X, y, z are 
integers with g.c.d. (x, y, z) = 1. We may assume (x, y) is a primitive repre- 
sentation of nz2 for if not, the following argument can be applied to n,z2 
where n, = n/gcd(x, y)“. By Pall [6, p. 4071 there are primitive forms f ‘, f” 
of discriminant d such that f = f’ . f” under Gaussian composition and 
f, f * primitively represent n, 9, respectively. But z2 contains no bad prime 
factors so it is represented primitively by a unique genus (see [7, Sect. lla]). 
Clearlyf” must be the principal genus; and since there is only one class per 
genus, f” is the principal class and f G f’. Suppose d is even, then 
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f” = [l, 0, f?] where 0 = --d/4. We may assume f’ = [a, 6, c]. Now there 
are integers x’, y’, x”, y” such that uY2 + bx’y’ + XY’~ = n, and 
xn2 + By"2 = 22. Using ax2 + bxy + cy2 = nz2 and Pall’s formulas [6, 
p. 403-4041, we obtain x = x’x” - (b/2) x’y” - ((40 + b2)/4u) y’y” = 
x’x” - (b/2) x’y” - cy’y”, y = x”y’ + ax’y” + (b/2) y’y”, or in matrix 
notation 
x 
[yl [ 
== xb - (b/2) Y” 
ay ” xfl +I-(gy”][ ;:I = A [ ;:I. 
So [$] = (I/z) A[$]. But (l/z) A is a rational automorph forfof determinant 
$- 1 (see [5, p. 5411). Thus (r, s) is semiquivalent to (x, y). The case where d 
is odd is done similarly withf” = [1, 1, 01, 9 = (1 - d)/4. 
Suppose now that (x/z, y/z) is a representation of IZ where z contains some 
bad primes. If k is their product, then z = kw where w  contains none. The 
some argument as above can now be applied to nz2 = (nk2) w2 to get 
(x/w, y/w) semiequivalent to an integral (x’, y’) where both represent nk2. 
But then (x/z, y/z) is semiequivalent to (x’/k, y//k). Therefore, we have the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let d be an idoneal number and f a primitive binary form 
of discriminant d which integrally represents n. Any rational representation 
of n with denominator prime to n is semiequivalent to an integral represen- 
tation or a rational representation whose denominator contains only bad 
prime factors of d. 
This says we only have to consider rational representations which have 
denominators with only bad prime factors. Actually the above technique 
works even more generally. The denominators of rational representations 
of y1 by any primitive form f can be assumed not to contain prime factors p 
where either p or p2 is primitively represented only by the principal class. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (x/z, y/z) and (XI/Z’, y’lz’) be reduced rational repre- 
sentations of n by any binary form f of discriminant d, and suppose z, z’ contain 
only bad prime factors of d. Then these representations are semiequivalent 
if and only ifz = &.z’ and there is an integral automorph off of determinant 1 
taking (x, y) to (x’, y’). 
Proof. The sufficiency is clear. So suppose (x/z, y/z) and (x’/z’, ~‘1;‘) 
are semiequivalent. Then there is an automorph W off with denominator m 
taking (l/z)(x, y) to (I/z’)(x’, y’). Hence W also takes z/(x, y) to 2(x’, y’); 
and by Theorem 1, m must divide (~2’)~ * n. But m is prime to both z and z’ 
so m divides n. Thus by definition of semiequivalence again, m = 1. W is 
an integral automorph and it follows that z = fz’. 
By Theorem 2 and Propositon 1, if d is an idoneal number, the semi- 
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equivalence equivalence classes for a primitive form f of discriminant d and 
integer n are determined (up to integral automorphs) by the integral represen- 
tations of II and nz2 where z contains only bad primes of d prime to n. We 
will analyze all known negative idoneal numbers. Of these only 288 contain 
more than one bad prime factor. So with this exception, we must consider 
integral representations of npzr where p is the bad prime. Of course, many 
idoneal numbers have no bad prime factors, and the number of equivalence 
classes for them is just f(n) divided by the number of integral automorphs 
off with determinant 1. We proceed now to determine the number of equi- 
valence classes for all negative idoneal numbers. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let d = Ip2 where p is prime und g.c.d. (2,~) = 1. Iff 
is a primitiue binary form of discriminant d, then f primitively represents a 
muItiple of pS integrally onty if (I/p) = + 1. 
ProoJ: Suppose f = [a, b, c] primitively represents kp3. By Watson 
18, Theorem 37(iv)], the congruence ax2 + bxy + cy2 = 0 (modp’) is 
solvable for all r with p not dividing (x, y). But then by [ 1, Theorem 1 p. 411, 
f(x, y) = 0 has nontrivial solution for x, y E Q,, the p-adic numbers. 
But since f is isotropic over Q, , the determinant off must be the negative 
of a square in Q, [3, 42: 91. Thus -d/4 = (--lp2/4) E --$jg2 u (l/p) = +I. 
This proposition gives necessary conditions for the existence of reduced 
representations of the form (l/p’)(x, y) with r > 2. For idoneal d < 0, 
this result gives useful information only for d = -336, -75. We should 
remark, however, that multiples of p4 (instead of p”) are sufficient in Propo- 
sition 2 for our purposes. The same proof can now be applied to d = -27. 
It will turn out that -27 and -75 are the only odd idoneal numbers less than 
-20 having a finite number of equivalence classes. 
Suppose p is a bad prime of an idoneal discriminant d and f is a primitive 
form of discriminant d which primitively represents n and npZr for some 
r > 1. As in the proof of Theorem 2, if g.c.d.(n, p) = 1, there are forms 
f ‘, f’ which represent n, p2T and such that f = f' *f “. But n is represented 
primitively by a unique genus and so f’ g f and f” is the principal class. 
Consequently, the form f has reduced rational representations with denom- 
inator pT if and only if the principal class primitively represents p2*. The 
sufficiency of this last statement follows from [6, Theorem 41. The problem 
has now been reduced to finding what even powers of bad primes are rep- 
resented primitively by the principal class. Let us denote the principal class 
by g. Then according to Pall [4, Theorem 41, g(p”‘) = h(p2’-2), r 3 1, where h 
is the principal class of discriminant d/p2. 
LEMMA. Let g, h, p be as above. For r > 2, g represents p2? primitively 
if h represents p2T-2 primitively. Also g representsp2primitively ifh(l) > 2. 
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Proof. Suppose r >, 2. If g does not represent p2r primitively, then since 
p is prime, g(p*‘) = g(p”‘-“). Hence, h(~~‘-~) = h(~~?-~) which means h 
cannot represent p2r-2 primitively. For r = 1, there are only two imprimitive 
representations of p2, namely (p, 0) and (--p, 0). The result now follows. 
Recall that for negative discriminants, the only classes representing 1 
in more than two ways are for d = -3, -4. Next we want to determine 
what powers of p the principal class can represent primitively if g.c.d. 
(p,d) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let f be the principal class for a discriminant d and p a 
prime such that g.c.d. (p, d) = 1. rff p rimitively represents k = p’ for some 
r > 1, then it also primitively represents k” for all s >, 1. 
Proof. By [6, Theorem 51, there is a primitive form g representing p such 
that f = g’ under composition. Since f” = f, the proposition follows imme- 
diately from [7, Theorem 221 and its proof (this also holds for p = 2; see 
the earlier discussion in [7, lla]). 
The forms [l, 1, 21, [l, 1,41, [l, 0, 21, Ll, 1, 31, [I, 0, 11, L 1, 11, [I, 0, 51, 
and [l, 1, 93 are the principal classes for the discriminants -7, - 15, -8, 
- 1 I, -4, -3, -20, and -35 respectively. In order, they primitively repre- 
sent 2, 22, 3, 32, 5, 7, 32, and 32. From the lemma and Proposition 3, we now 
have that the principal classes of discriminants -28, -60, -72, -99, - 100, 
- 147, - 180, and -315 primitively represent 2r+2, 22T+2, 37+2, 32r+2, 5r-i-2, 
7T’m2 32r+2, and 32’+2 respectively for all r 3 1 (actually for r > 0 when 
d =‘-100, -147). Also from Proposition 3, the principal classes for 
d = -112, -240, -288, -448, and -960 primitively represent 2?t4, 
22ri4, 3r+4, 2r+6, and 22V+6 for all r 3 1. From the discussion preceding the 
lemma, we see that these thirteen (idoneal) discriminants do not have a finite 
number of semiequivalence classes if n contains no bad prime factors. 
It will turn out, however, that these are the only negative known idoneal 
numbers having this property. 
The only odd negative idonial numbers with bad prime factors not in the 
above thirteen are -27 and -75. The paragraph following Proposition 2 
showed that there can be no reduced rational representations for these 
discriminants with denominators p’, r 2 2. So there are only a finite number 
number of semiequivalence classes here. It remains to consider the idoneal 
numbers where 2 is a bad prime. Before returning to these special d, we give 
some general results concerning even discriminants and what even numbers 
they can represent. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let d = 22”fV where 1 is odd andf = [a, b, c] be a form 
of discriminant d. Then f cannot represent primitively 4’ * m where, r > k. 
Proof. Let us assume there are x, y such that ax2 + bxy -I- cy? = 4’ . m. 
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Considering this as a quadratic equation in x, we can solve for x; and in order 
that x be an integer, b2y2 - 4a(cy2 - 4’ - m) = dy2 + 4’flam must be an 
integral square. That is, 4’2 * 2 * ly2 + 4?+larn = 9. So 21y2 + 4r+1-kam is 
a square and thus is congruent to 0 or 1 module 4. This implies y is even. 
Similarly solving for y in terms of x yields x even. Contradiction and the 
proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let d = 22k * I, k > 1, 1 odd, and f = [a, b, c] be a 
primitive form of discriminant d. If I f 1 (mod 8), then f cannot primitively 
represent multiples of 2”, s > 2k. f primitively represents odd multiples of 
4” only $1~ 1 (mod 4). Moreover, f primitively represents 22s--1 * m, m odd, 
s < k, only tfl = 3 (mod4) and s = k. 
Proof The first two statements in the proposition follow by using an 
argument similar to the one in the last proof. So suppose f represents 22+1 + m 
by (x, y). Since f is primitive, at least one of a or c is odd-assume a is. Now 
ax2 + bxy + cy2 = 22s-1 * m is equivalent to (2ax + by)2 - dy2 = 
a * m . 22s+1. Thus the highest power of 2 dividing the left-hand side of this 
equation is odd. But each of (2ax + by)2 and dy2 contains even powers of 2, 
and so the power of 2 appearing in each must be the same, namely the 2k 
power. Now, 2s < 2k and so the only way 2s + 1 can be the highest power 
of 2 dividing (2ax + by)2 - dy2 is if k = s. So we have 2ax + by = 2” * h, 
h odd; and it follows that h2 - ly2 = 2am. The only way ly2 + 2am can 
be 1 modulo 4 is if 1 = 3 (mod 4). This completes the proof. 
All of the known negative idoneal numbers where 2 is a bad prime 
appearing in d to an odd power look like d = 25 * m, m odd. By the lemma 
and discussion preceding it, a form of such a discriminant has reduced rational 
representations with denominator 2T if and only if the principal class of 
discriminant 23 * m primitively represents 4+l. But by Proposition 4, this is 
not possible for r > 2. By the Lemma, it is also not possible for r = 1. 
Hence, every rational representation of n with denominator prime to n 
for forms of such discriminants are semiequivalent to integral representations. 
This leaves the idoneal d with even powers of 2. The possible such numbers 
which have not already been shown to have an infinite number of semi- 
equivalence classes are -12, -16, -48, -64, and -192. Using the lemma 
and Proposition 5 and observing the forms themselves, it is easy to see that 
the only even powers of 2 that the principal classes of these respective discri- 
minants can primitively represent are 22, 22, 24, 24, and 2s. 
We now are in a position to answer the question of how many semi- 
equivalence classes there are for all known negative idoneal numbers. If n 
contains some bad prime factors, then all rational representations with 
denominators prime to n are semiequivalent to integral representations 
(Theorem 2). The same is true if d contains no bad prime factors for all n. 
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Finally suppose n contains no bad prime factors but p is one for d. If f 
represents n only primitively and if pzr is the highest power of p represented 
primitively by the principal class of discriminant d, then reduced rational 
representations correspond to the primitive integral representations by f 
of II, np2, np4 ,..., np2T. But the total of these is just the number of all integral 
representations of np2r by f. As was noted in the proof of Theorem 2, it is 
not necessary for f to represent n primitively for the last argument to be 
valid. By Proposition 1, the number of semiequivalence classes will then be 
f(npr) divided by the number of integral automorphs (of determinant +l) 
for J Combining the above, we obtain this main result. Recall for a form f, 
f(rz) denotes the number of integral representations of n byf. 
THEOREM 3. Let d be a known, negative, idoneal number and f an integral 
binary quadratic form of discriminant d and suppose f integrally represents n. 
If-d + 28, 60, 72, 99, 100, 112, 147, 180, 240, 288, 315, 448, or 960, then 
there is a finite number of semiequivalence classes of n with respect to f. This 
numberis kf(n) ifd = -3; if(n) ifd = -4; and +f(n)zj’d + -3 or -4, 
d has no bad prime factors, n has some bad prime factors, or if 32 divides d. 
In the remaining cases -d = 12, 16, 27, 36, 48, 64, 75, and 192, this number 
is 4 f(k) where k = 4n, 4n, 9n, 9n, 16n, 16n, 25n, and 64n, respectively. 
It is of interest when a rational representation is semiequivalent to an 
integral one. We conclude this paper by finding necessary conditions for 
this to happen. Suppose (l/z)(x, y) is a reduced rational representation of n 
by f where z is prime to n, and let W be an automorph off with denominator 
nz such that (l/z) W[t] is integral and m is prime to IZ and contains no bad 
prime factors of d. If z does not divide m, there is a prime p and integer r 3 1 
such that p’ divides z but not m. Suppose p”, 0 < s ( r, is the highest power 
of p dividing m, and let w  = (l/m) W. Now (l/mz) W[t] is integral implies 
W[f] = [z] (mod mz). So W[;] = [z] (modp’i-“) and det W = m2 imply 
[z] = [$ (modp+“). In particular, (l/z)(x, y) is not reduced. Contradiction. 
Hence z divides m. On the other hand Theorem 1 yields the fact that m 
divides nz2. Combining the last result along with g.c.d. (m, n) = 1 gives 
nz = kz where k divides z. 
PROPOSITION 6. A rational representation of denominator z is semi- 
equivalent to an integral representation only zf there is a rational automorph 
of denominator m taking one representation into the other where m = kt, 
k dividing z. 
Actually in some cases, we can do even better. For example, if f is a 
principal class of even discriminant, it can be shown that m must be z. 
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